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Life in the Apiary at Digswell Lake
The bees are beginning to emerge from their winter nests in
April. This year activity has been later than usual as the bad
weather has had an impact. That second snow fall in March
meant many bees did not survive. We think about 50% of all hives will
have been lost throughout the UK although at Digswell the figure is lower.
Meanwhile, the colonies are now expanding in size. Queen bees are actively laying eggs. A fully productive Queen can lay a thousand eggs a
day. Most of these bees will be workers who start as housekeeping bees
before graduating to foragers.
You should now see bees dipping into the spring flowers and the trees.
The nectar and pollen they bring back will be transformed into honey and
stores for the new bees.
As beekeepers we’ll soon be inspecting our hives every week to make
sure the colony is expanding well and that the Queen is productive and
doesn’t need to be replaced. We’ll start to look for signs of swarming and,
as ever, keeping an eye out for the Asian hornet (see below) the latest
predator of bees.
A busy time but I hope you enjoy seeing our
bees out and about as much as we do.

Anne Freimanis


All evening
meetings
commence at
7.30 pm
and are held
at the
Digswell Village Hall
Harmer Green Lane
Digswell
Admission charge
only £4.00
which includes
refreshments
Your friends are
most welcome
to come along
Ring Bob Leys
0n 01707 321157
for information
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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
With two major changes at the Lake in the last two years (the new crossing and the river restoration
works recently completed) some members have asked whether we have anything else in the pipeline.
The short answer is that we have no current plans for anything of a similar scale. Maintenance is likely
to be this year’s focus, with the emphasis being on improving the security of the Lake’s boundaries, especially on Digswell Park Road, and maintenance and improvement of the benches and tables that are
or have been present at the Lake for everyone’s use.
The only other major task, currently in the planning stage, is the care of the very large Horse Chestnut
trees at the edge of the Lake. These trees are clearly of considerable age and the advice we have received is that a degree of management is required to prolong their life and reduce the risk of branches
being shed. It is likely, therefore, that a proportion of the crowns of each of these magnificent trees will
be removed after the bird nesting season. This may well entail closure of part of the grounds while the
work is carried out. If this is the case, advance notice will be given on the Society’s website and sent
by e-mail to those members who have given us e-mail addresses. Anyone who has not already given
us their e-mail address (actually, quite a large percentage of our membership) might consider dropping
us an e-mail so that we can update our records to allow us to contact you.
Which brings me neatly to the current topic of the hour –the General Data Protection Regulations. No
doubt you have been bombarded by advertisers and retailers of all sorts asking you for permission to
use your personal data for all sorts of things. As a Society we also hold personal data you have supplied us, being your names and addresses, telephone numbers and e-mail addresses as well as how
you make payment to us. The use we make of this information is limited to what is required to run the
Society and to let you know what, in the Directors’ view, is of relevance to you as a member of the Society. You have each given us permission to use this data in this way when you joined.
We do not sell or pass on your information to third parties for their use. We retain this information for
as long as you remain a member and for up to three years afterwards so that we can respond to claims
for refunds of key deposits and to allow us to resolve any issues we may have with relevant authorities,
such as the Inland Revenue. The information is held securely, with access limited to those of the Directors who need access to it. The only time personal data is passed to outside parties is when names
and addresses (only) are sent in the form of a mailing list to allow this and all other Newsletters to be
sent out by a mailing agent.
If anyone has any suggestions about improvements to the Lake and its surrounds, or questions about
the personal data we hold, please do get in touch.

Simon Stebbings

Please do come and join us for the AGM at
Digswell Village Hall on 15thJune .
The speaker that evening
is one of Hertfordshire’s
volunteer
Dragonfly Recorders
Roy Woodward.
Should be fascinating. Ed.
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Work party and maintenance report
Those that have had an opportunity to visit the site over the last 6 months will have seen the large
amount of work that has taken place on the river. This work was carried out by an Environment Agency
(EA) appointed contractor Five Rivers and funded by the EA / National government to improve Chalk
Streams. There are many photographs and further details available via our web site
http://www.digswell-lake.org.uk/projects/
As you will appreciate this type of major contract does not happen overnight and took a couple of years
of planning. This included surveys and sampling of the river course for wildlife etc., Bat and tree reports
and surveys and a number of site meetings.
While it is still early days I would like to confirm that the EA and Five Rivers worked well in achieving
their objectives and we hope to see further advances over the coming months. There will still be some
minor works to be undertaken by Digswell Lake work parties and you will, hopefully, see the river’s profile mature over the coming years. There is certainly an increased flow, helped by recent rain fall and
we hope to be able to expose increased sections of the gravel bed in due course.
Both the EA and Five Rivers are expected to be carrying out further surveys and site visits over the
coming months but today I am very happy to report that all the comments regarding the works have
been of a positive nature.
The regular monthly work parties continue to be well attended by a core of volunteers and numerous
tasks are completed every month. If you would like to join us then you are very welcome to attend,
dates can be found at
http://www.digswell-lake.org.uk/work-parties/
There are still a number of ongoing projects around the lake; over the next year you can expect to see
some improvements to the main entrance gate, boundary fencing and security. We have also recently
received the summary of a tree survey, from which we will be seeking quotations from suitable contractors to carry out a number of different identified tasks.
Seating is also on the agenda, it has been suggested that a new seat is positioned near to the weir
crossing and that after 50+ years of service the large timber seat overlooking the lake needs some
strategic attention.
James Godbold
Chief Operating Director and Vice Chairman
Recent
improvement
Old crossing
(planks and
scaffolding)
Replacement
Crossing
made possible because
of a very
generous
bequest by
the late
Graham Elliott
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DIGSWELL LAKE BIRD REPORT
MARCH 2017 - SPRING 2018
Compiled and submitted by Colin Hull
Highlights
Breeding
Three pairs of Coots nested with two of the pairs
successful in raising broods. A pair at east end
were again a bit of a mystery. Although an adult
apparently sittng at nest, or standing at nest, on
some occasions no actual evidence of eggs in
nest or young observed on subsequent dates.
The regular pair of Mute Swan nested. This year
six young were observed but later in the season
only two were observed with the adults.
Special Visitors
The autumn-winter period was notable for four
visiting species; Teal, Mandarin. Lesser Black
Backed Gull and Firecrest. There was a female
Teal on 31 August and male on 14 Oct. Teals are
UK resident and winter migrant. Two Lesser
Black Backed Gulls were observed on the 8th
Dec. They are a widespread breeding species
and winter migrant inland.
Nov-Dec there were several multiple sightings of
both male and female Mandarin. This is an
introduced species in 1850’s and 1928. It is now
a resident species with distribution mainly southern England. The individuals concerned may
have come from other local areas.
Perhaps the most significant and less usual
sighting was 2 Firecrest reported to me on 29th
Jan. Slightly
Firecrest
different to
the
more
common
Goldcrest, it
has
often
been a migrant
species but is
now
widespread as a breeding bird in much of southern
England with about 550 breeding territories. If
national numbers continue to increase perhaps
we can expect more common visits in the future.
Despite these interesting visitors, records for
more regular winter visitors Siskin, Fieldfare or
Redwing were very low.

Full systematic list
Key. SV summer visitor, WV winter visitor
Birds of national conservation concern. Red list
>50% decline, Amber list 25-50% decline
Little Grebe. Regular visitor and breeding. I had
only one sighting of a pair on 21 June and no evidence of nests this year. There was also one autumn record on 14 Oct.
Grey Heron. Occasional visitor. One on 14 Oct.
Little Egret. Occasional visitor. Phil reported one
to me 27 July.
Mute Swan. Regular pair breeding. A nest was
discovered on 2 May. Subsequent visits showed
that 6 eggs hatched but later in the season on 31
August only 2 young were observed with the parents.
Mallard. Common resident and migrant. Some,
uncounted on all visits.
Gadwall. Regular visitor but only rarely breeds at
the lake. Up to 8 seen on visits during the year.
Tufted Duck. Frequent visitor with pairs on occasions. 5 males and 4 females noted on 2 May.
Mandarin Duck.
Occasional visitor. As noted in
the highlights a
bumper period of
sightings by myself and Simon in
Nov and Dec. 23
Nov (4m, 2f), 25
Nov (6m, 2f). 27
Nov (5m,3f ) 8 Dec (7m 3f) , 28 Dec 2m
Teal. Migrant visitor. As noted in the highlights, a
female on 31 Aug and a male on 14 Oct.
Canada Goose.. Herts Resident. Non-breeding
visitors to the lake. One pair present on 1 Apr and
on 28 Feb.
Common Buzzard. Now a common Herts resident. Simon reported seeing one near the viaduct
on 21 June.
Kestrel
Kestrel. Amber list. Common
Herts resident, has shown significant declines on farmland.
1 on 8 Dec.
Red Kite. Increasingly common breeding resident in
Herts. Occasional visitor to the
lake. One on 2 May.
continued on next page
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Moorhen. Common breeding resident. The only
notable record was of 2 chicks on the grass on 7
Jul.
Coot. See Highlights.
Wood Pigeon. One of UKs most abundant species. So common I hardly ever bother to count
them. Some seen on all visits
Stock Dove. Resident. Singles heard calling on
some visits.
Lesser Black Backed Gull. Occasional winter
visitor to the area. 2 on 26 Nov and 2 on 28 Feb.
Black-headed Gull. Autumn –Winter visitor on
nearby river. 3 on 8 Dec.
Tawny Owl. Simon reported calling 21 June, at
8pm.
Green Woodpecker. Breeding resident. 1 heard
on 1 Apr
Great Spotted Wood- Great Spotted Woodpecker
pecker. Breeding resident. One heard on 8
Dec.
Swift. (SV). Small flock
overhead on 5 July.
Grey Wagtail. Occasional
visits. 1 on 1 Apr.
Wren. Common Resident.
Heard and seen on several visits.
Dunnock. Amber List. A
few singing in Apr-May.
Robin.. Common resident. Not counted but present on most visits
Blackbird. Common Resident. Not counted but
present on most visits
Song Thrush. Red List. Resident and breeding.
One 2 may. 2 singing on 3 may.
Redwing (WV). Normally regular winter visitor.
Only low numbers this year. 4 on 28 Feb.
Fieldfare (WV). Normal regular winter visitor. No
records this year.
Blackcap. (SV) Common breeding species. First
heard singing 1 Apr. Other single singing males
on 17 Apr and 7 Jul.
Chiffchaff. (SV) Common breeding species. First
heard singing 1 apr, Others on 17 Apr and 13
May.
Goldcrest. Common resident. One heard singing
on 17 Apr.
Firecrest. Rare migrant visitor. See Highlights. 2
Reported to me by Chris Leonard 29 Jan.
Long-tailed Tit.
Common breeding resident.
Only noted observation was on 2 Jul.
Blue Tit. Common Resident Present on all visit
dates but I have no breeding records.
Great Tit Common Resident. Present on all visit
dates but I have no breeding records
Coal Tit. Common Resident. Present on most

dates but I have no breeding records
Jay. Common resident. 4 reported on 21 June. .
Magpie. Common resident. Present on some visits
Jackdaw. Resident breeding community. Local
breeding flock, not counted.
Carrion Crow. Common resident. 1-2 on some
visits.
Chaffinch. Common resident. 1 singing on 1
Apr.
Bullfinch. Red List .
Simon reBullfinch
ported one
male on 21
June.
Siskin (WV).
Simon reported one
flock of about
60 on 23 Dec
and this was
the only record I have for this winter.
Acknowledgments
Thanks to the people who have sent me reports
during the year and to all who take an interest in
the bird life of the lake. I always happy to hear
from people who may also note the birds they
see during visits as it helps to supplement my
own data. Even reports of common birds are of
interest, especially any counts. If you have any
interesting sightings or information in connection
with birds at the lake please contact me by phone
or email (see below).
Unidentified species
With regard to sending me sightings of birds you
cannot identify, I recognise that fleeting glimpses
may be difficult to be certain about. If you get a
good look at the bird then try and make some
mental notes (or even write them down at the
site).
How big is it? (Sparrow size, Blackbird, Crow size
etc)
Main colours on back, head, tail, underneath
Was it perched or walking /swimming?
If it is flying does it fly it in straight line or up and
down?
Are the wings rounded or pointed?
Colin Hull.
Tel 01438 813974
Email: colinhull88@btinternet.com
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RIVER MIMRAM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
The improvement project is part of a wider programme of works in which Affinity Water and the EA
(Environment Agency) are working alongside partners to deliver improvements to the Mimram and five
other local chalk streams.
Chalk streams are an internationally rare habitat with only around 200 worldwide, 85% of which are
found in England. They are fragile habitats, due to their dependence on water from aquifers beneath
the surface. Many of the world’s chalk streams are severely degraded due to the demands from an increasing population for water for agriculture and drinking.
The Mimram at Digswell Lake suffered from over-widening, siltation and over-shading. The width of the
river reduced its speed and allowed sediment to accumulate. This smothered the gravels which form
the bed of the river, reducing the insect life therein. The shade provided by the extensive canopy limited the amount of vegetation which grew along the river. In short, this section of the river was too
deep, too wide and too dark to support a functional habitat for fish, water voles and other aquatic wildlife.
The EA proposals, to improve this stretch of the Mimram, were to reduce its width and increase the
amount of light reaching the river. This to be done by creating ‘brash berms’ and ‘woody habitat features’ at alternate edges of the channel as well as removing some of the canopy. Together, these steps
to provide new and improved habitats at the edges of the river and encourage variation in speed and
direction of the flow. In turn this to improve the quality of the habitat for fish, plants and aquatic invertebrates.
From the “W ORK PARTY AND MAINTENANCE REPORT” (pp3) you will see that works have been completed
and initial reports are encouraging.
The foregoing is, to some extent, a precis of a report lodged on the Society’s web site in November by
our Chief Operating Director and Vice Chairman, James Godbold; it’s a good read and will explain
what “brash berms” and “woody habitat features” are.
Ed.

Before improvements. Rather lovely but needing
attention.

Please note

Work Party Dates 2018
26
23
28
25

May
Jun
July
Aug

9am
9am
9am
9am

-1pm
-1pm
-1pm
-1pm

22
27
24
22

Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

9am 9am 9am9am -

After improvements. Rather bleak at the moment but the
river will improve as will the view in due course.

1pm
1pm
1pm
1pm

For more information please contact
James Godbold; info@digswell-lake.org.uk
or telephone; 0845-003-5253

The cost of calling our 0845 003 5253 number is
made up of two parts: an access charge going
to the callers phone company (3p pm), and
a service charge set by the 0845 telephone provider (7p pm). A call would, therefore, cost 10p
pm but could vary slightly depending upon your
call package.
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Grackles, Motmots and others in Mexico
In early January, Usha and I headed off for a week holiday in Yucatan, South East Mexico. We stayed
at a resort south of Cancun, and the whole area is these days highly geared to receive and look after
tourists. Mile after mile of holiday resorts, miles of beaches and palm trees, restaurants to cater for
many tastes. Of course, we were not there just to lay upon the sun loungers on the beach and we had
excursions out to nearby areas to see something of Mexican culture, history and of course birds.
In anticipation of the holiday I had purchase a book on the birds of Mexico and Central America. We
also had pre-booked two mornings out with a local bird guide Steven Korvert (who was originally from
The Netherlands). Steve had offered a selection of whole day trips or half days and we choose the two
half days for convenience. These two excursions took us away from the holiday areas into villages, jungle and small archaeological sites.
I expected before I went I would see lots of species hardly ever seen this side of the Atlantic in the wild.
It was going to be a challenge to spot the birds and then with reference to the book, make an identity,
particularly since some species only differed in small details. I had also gone online and looked up
some U-tube records of other people’s Mexican bird trips.
The first birds I saw where largish black birds with long tails, eventually identified as the Great Tailed
Grackle. These seemed to be nearly everywhere on the resorts. Very social, tame and noisy. It was
difficult at first to choose between three possible Grackle species in the guide book as they looked very
similar but Steven was later able to confirm which species it was. Also near the airport on our drive to
the resort we saw some large birds of prey, impossible to identify from a moving coach. During the
week we saw some more flying in the same manner and I identified both Turkey Vulture and Black Vulture.
On the beach at our resort we saw some little wading birds that looked like Turnstones, in fact the
Black Turnstone, different species to what we have this side of the Atlantic. These seemed quite happy
walking around the edge of the water and around the sun beds, quite comical.
A bit further along the beach from our hotel complex there was an area of palm trees and the edge of
some jungle. I spent some late afternoons walking there. This was where my identification skills had
some testing. Seeing an unfamiliar bird through my binoculars, trying to make a mental note of as
many features of the bird as possible before referring to the guide book, only to find I sometimes had a
choice of more than one possibility and needing a bit more detail than what I had spotted. Even so, I
was able to spot and identify both Palm Warbler and Yellow-Rumped Warbler (very similar in appearance), the beautiful Hooded Oriole, Tropical Kingbird, Tricoloured Heron, Blue Heron, Yucatan Jay and
18 other species.
A boat trip out to Contoy Island had the reward of seeing a large breeding colony of Frigate Birds, hundreds of them on nests and in the air plus some Brown Pelicans, Royal Tern and an Osprey on a nest.
On the way back into Cancun harbour we saw Great Egret and White Ibis. The boat trip was quite long,
about 2 hours each way and was slight test of my endurance because my internal systems don’t like
the motion of the waves even when it seems calm. I was pleased to get onto dry land at both ends of
the trip. But the sight of the birds made it worthwhile.
Not surprisingly, our mornings out with Steven were the most rewarding for seeing birds. Up before
sunrise to drive to our initial location, looking in parts of the jungle, around some old Mayan ruins and a
nature park helped increase my list to final 84 species. Among these were several woodpeckers and
colourful warblers, Cardinals and colourful sparrows and Tanagers. There was also many the very
noisy and communal groups of Plain Chachalaca. These seemed to be living and proclaiming their territories in communal groups. One group would start calling and then another. It was comical and noisy.
Some particular species I had wanted to see were Humming birds, Toucan and Motmot. We saw a
Keel-billed Toucan fly over our heads and had two good sightings of Blue Crowned Motmot. We saw
three species of humming bird (White Bellied, Cinnamon, Conivet’s Emerald) and thanks to Steve for
identifying all three for us because hard to identify these tiny birds whizzing round the trees on whirring
wings.
Besides the birds were saw lots of Iguanas of assorted sizes, a few about half a meter long. Also Coeti
Mundi and Central American Agouti.
In addition to the birds we visited various Mayan ruins, a Mexican theme park and seeing displays of
dancing, costumes and singing. All this plus Mexican food and drink, made for a very colourful and interesting holiday in many respects. Lots we did not see, so maybe we’ll need to go back again.

Colin Hull

Try

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_birds_of_Mexico

1118 species; great pic’s. / Ed.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 2018/2019
The Society’s subscription year runs from 1st April to 31st March
For those members making direct payment please, if you have not already done so, make
your cheque payable to Digswell Lake Society and send it, with this completed slip, to the
Membership Secretary.

Name
Address

Post code
e-mail

Tel. no.
Date

/

/

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP £10.00


Membership Secretary
Simon Brent Stebbings
4 Coltsfoot Lane, Bull’s Green, Knebworth, Herts. SG3 6SB
To save having to remember each year, you may prefer to start paying your subscription by annual
standing order.
There is a Standing Order form and instructions on the Society’s website at :
http://www.digswell-lake.org.uk/membership

